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Abstract: High-energy ball milling (HEBM) of powders is a complex process involving mixing,
morphology changes, generation and evolution of defects of the crystalline lattice, and formation of
new phases. This review is dedicated to the memory of our colleague, Prof. Michail A. Korchagin
(1946–2021), and aims to highlight his works on the synthesis of materials by self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS) and thermal explosion (TE) in HEBM mixtures as important
contributions to the development of powder technology. We review results obtained by our group,
including those obtained in collaboration with other researchers. We show the applicability of the
HEBM mixtures for the synthesis of powder products and the fabrication of bulk materials and
coatings. HEBM influences the parameters of synthesis as well as the structure, phase composition,
phase distribution (in composites), and grain size of the products. The microstructural features of the
products of synthesis conducted using the HEBM precursors are dramatically different from those
of the products formed from non-milled mixtures. HEBM powders are also suitable as feedstock
materials for depositing coatings by thermal spraying. The emerging applications of HEBM powders
and future research directions in this area are discussed.

Keywords: high-energy ball milling; powder; microstructure; composites; self-propagating high-
temperature synthesis; thermal explosion; sintering; coatings

1. Introduction

High-energy ball milling (HEBM) is a treatment of powders, which uses the action
of the milling media to mix, disperse, activate and form composite structures [1–4]. The
milling devices exist in various designs. Usually, they are divided into two groups: low-
energy and high-energy mills [5]. The processes occurring during HEBM are deformation,
defect accumulation, fracture, welding, structural refinement, and breakage/formation of
chemical bonds. During HEBM, composite agglomerates form, which are also referred
to as mechanocomposites [6,7]. Those are particles that contain all components of the
starting powder mixture. They may also contain the reaction products owing to a partial
interaction, the reaction yield depending on the milling time and milling energy. The
internal structure of mechanocomposites determines their reactivity and consolidation
behavior. The non-equilibrium structure of the material can be preserved in the bulk state
if proper methods of consolidation are applied.

Several reviews dealing with mechanical milling have been published, focusing on
different aspects of the process or its applications. Suryanarayana & Nasser Al-Aqeeli [8]
presented a systematic review of nanocomposites produced by mechanical milling. They
considered the possibility of introducing a high volume fraction of reinforcing particles
in the matrices as one of the advantages of mechanical milling in the processing of com-
posite materials. The synthesis of intermetallics by HEBM was reviewed by Hadef [9].
Rogachev [10] presented the state of the art in the synthesis via exothermic reactions in
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the mechanically activated mixtures and discussed the role of structural transformations
occurring during milling in the increase in the reactivity of the components of the mixture.
Zhang [1] presented an overview of the use of HEBM for the production of powders of
different chemical nature and composition, including amorphous and nanocrystallitne
powders. The irregular shape of the particles and a high level of strain hardening of HEBM
products were considered the key factors influencing the sintering behavior of the powders.

The present article deals with the materials development aspects of HEBM, namely,
the phase composition and structural features of the products obtained from the ball-milled
precursors. This review is dedicated to the memory of our colleague, Prof. Michail A.
Korchagin (1946–2021). He conducted his research at the Institute of Solid State Chemistry
and Mechanochemistry SB RAS. His works on the synthesis of materials by self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis (SHS) and thermal explosion (TE) in HEBM mixtures are
important contributions to the development of powder technology.

We review results obtained by our group, including those obtained in collaboration
with other research laboratories. First, the features of thermally induced chemical reactions
in HEBM powders are discussed. Examples of reactions occurring in the SHS/TE mode and
slow reactions occurring upon annealing of the powders are elaborated. Second, examples
of materials obtained by consolidation of HEBM powders are considered. Third, the
possibilities of using HEBM powders for depositing coatings are described. We show that
the use of HEBM precursors allows producing powder products of particular morphologies
and bulk materials with tailorable microstructural characteristics.

In general, planetary ball mills are widely used in industry and laboratory practice [11].
In the examples discussed in Section 2 of this review, for conducting HEBM, planetary ball
mills of AGO-2 model [12] were used. This model was developed at the Institute of Solid
State Chemistry and Mechanochemistry SB RAS. The AGO-2 mills are of friction type and
have two vials, which are water-cooled. A general view and schematic of an AGO-2 mill
are shown in Figure 1. The vial rotation frequency in the AGO-2 mills working in different
modes can be found in ref. [13].
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Figure 1. (a) A general view of an AGO-2 mill without a lid: two vials and a planetary carrier are
rotating inside the casing. (b) A schematic (top view) of an AGO-2 mill: the vials are in planetary motion.

2. Materials Development Using High-Energy Ball-Milled (HEBM) Precursors
2.1. Thermally Induced Chemical Reactions in HEBM Powders and Synthesis of Powder Products
2.1.1. Self-Propagating High-Temperature Synthesis (SHS) from HEBM Powder Precursors

Combustion reactions conducted under controlled conditions can be used for the
synthesis and microstructure tailoring of a wide range of materials [10,14–16]. The forma-
tion of nano-grained intermetallics is possible by SHS in reaction mixtures subjected to
HEBM [17,18]. It was found that a transition from the mode of interaction involving a liquid
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phase to the solid-state combustion mode occurs when HEBM is applied to the reaction
mixtures [17]. The possibility of SHS reactions in the solid-state mode was attributed to the
formation of mechanocomposites, in which the initial reactants are mixed and dispersed
at the nano-level. Furthermore, the reactants have a well-developed interface with each
other and a highly defect crystalline structure. The products of SHS conducted in a 3Ni+Al
mixture subjected to preliminary HEBM for 30 s consisted of Ni, Ni3Al, and NiAl. As
the milling time was increased, the concentrations of Ni and NiAl in the SHS products
decreased. After 2.5 min of HEBM, the SHS product was single-phase Ni3Al.

The milling intensity was found to influence the phase evolution of the SHS-products
in the 3Ni+Al mixture with the milling time [18]. An important effect operating during
SHS of HEBM mixtures is reverse quenching. Defects produced by HEBM are not annealed
in the heating zone and are preserved in the sample until the beginning of the chemical
interaction in the leading zone of the SHS wave. Annealing of defects in the leading zone
increases the reactivity of the components.

It should be noted that the mechanical properties of the material of the particles change
with the milling time. The phase and structural transformations occurring during HEBM
of a 3Ni+Al mixture were studied in a separate investigation [19]. It was shown that,
under HEBM conditions, a solid solution of aluminum in nickel Ni(Al), Ni3Al and NiAl
form within several minutes of treatment. The synthesis of hard phases and structural
refinement provided a gradual increase in the microhardness of the particles (measured
on the mounted and polished cross-sections of the particles). The microhardness of the
particles of the powder ball-milled for 10.5 min was 8.34 GPa.

Combustion reactions in ternary metallic systems result in the formation of complex
alloy products. Alloys with a quasicrystalline structure were obtained by a combination of
HEBM and SHS [20,21]. The stable decagonal Al72Ni20Co8 and Al72Ni12Co16 quasicrystals
were obtained by SHS in HEBM mixtures of the metals [20]. It was impossible to ignite a
SHS reaction in the non-milled mixtures of the metals. It was noted that short HEBM is an
alternative to the use of a “chemical furnace” to facilitate ignition. A possibility of using
SHS for the formation of quasicrystals was also demonstrated for another composition,
Al63Cu25Fe12 [21]. Figure 2 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the products of SHS
in the mixtures milled for 30–90 s. It is seen that 30 s of milling was sufficient to form a
product with an icosahedral phase as the main phase.
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the products of self-propagating high-temperature
synthesis in a Al-Cu-Fe powder mixture, indicating the formation of Al63Cu25Fe12 quasicrystals, the
time of HEBM (or mechanical activation, abbreviated as MA in the image) was 30, 60 or 90 s (a).
Morphology of the synthesized quasicrystals, secondary electron (SE) image (b). Reprinted from [21],
Copyright (2007), with permission from Elsevier.

SHS in HEBM mixtures was successfully used for the fabrication of MAX phases,
Ti3SiC2 and Ti3AlC2 [22]. Single-phase Ti3SiC2 was obtained using the following approach:
two mixtures were prepared with the overall composition corresponding to the nominal
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composition of the compound. Those mixtures were HEBM for different durations. After
that, the HEBM mixtures were blended to make a precursor powder for the subsequent SHS.

Composite materials can be synthesized by SHS using compounds as reactants [23–25].
It was shown that HEBM mixtures of TiNi and carbon can be ignited so that the interac-
tion occurs in the TE mode [23]. SHS was realized in a HEBM mixture of the 3Ti+2BN
composition. The products consisted of grains 10–30 nm in size [24]. Those grains were
surrounded by even finer particles. It was confirmed that the coarser grains are those of
TiB2, while the finer ones are TiN. Such small grains were a result of combustion occurring
in the solid-state mode. It was emphasized that the possibility of SHS depends much on the
capability of the powders to form mechanocomposites upon HEBM, and not so much on
the grain size of the reactants. On the plots of the combustion temperature and combustion
rate versus the time of HEBM, there was a region, within which the combustion could not
be initiated. The effect was attributed to the specific structural features of the particles
formed in the milled mixture.

HEBM ternary mixtures can serve as precursors of metal-ceramic composites when
the interaction between the two reactants results in the formation of particles distributed in
a matrix (the third component of the mixture) [26–28]. Figure 3 shows transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) images of the Ti-B-Cu mixture subjected to HEBM and the product of
SHS (TiB2-Cu), which was additionally milled to reduce its particle size. Both powders are
nanostructured. The TiB2-Cu powders were used to produce bulk nanocomposite materials
by shock wave consolidation [29] and spark plasma sintering (SPS) [26,27,30].
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Figure 3. (a) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the Ti–B–Cu powder, HEBM for
2 min, (b) TEM image of the Cu–57 vol.% TiB2 composite powder (the product of SHS reaction was
HEBM for 5 min). Reprinted from [26], Copyright (2006), with permission from Elsevier.

2.1.2. Synthesis in the Thermal Explosion (TE) Mode from HEBM Powder Precursors

When the synthesis occurs in TE mode, the reaction is initiated in the system over its
entire volume. A series of studies have been conducted to analyze the effect of HEBM on
the parameters of TE of mixtures of different compositions [31–39]. It was shown that the
duration of HEBM of the reaction mixtures influences the ignition temperature Tign and
the maximum temperature Tmax of TE.

It is interesting to trace the evolution of the structure of the composite agglomerates
during HEBM and find correlations between the structural changes and changes in the
characteristic temperatures of TE. In the mechanically milled Ti-C-3Cu mixtures, it was
possible to conduct the synthesis of TiC-Cu composites in the TE mode [38,39]. Figure 4
shows the microstructure evolution of the Ti-C (carbon black)-3Cu powder agglomerates
with the milling time. In the structure of composite particles formed after 3 min of milling,
gray islands (stripes) can be distinguished. They were proved to be the titanium phase.
After 10 min of milling, the microstructure of the agglomerates becomes more uniform,
and the titanium islands disappear. In Figure 5, the thermograms of TE of the mixtures
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milled for 3–10 min are presented. The characteristic temperatures, Tign and Tmax, decrease
with the milling time [38]. A decrease in Tign is due to the development of the interface
between the reactants and accumulation of defects in their crystalline structure. Tmax
decreases with the milling time owing to partial transformation of the reactants during
HEBM. For the mixture milled for 10 min, Tmax is lower than the melting point of copper.
The products of TE in all mixtures are two-phase TiC-Cu composites. The microstructure of
the product of TE of the mixture milled for 10 min is shown in Figure 6. No evidence of
melting-induced phase redistribution (formation of TiC-depleted areas) was found, which
agrees with the measured value of Tmax. As shown in Section 2.2, this is an important
observation, which helps rationalize the structure formation of the composite during electric
current-assisted sintering.
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The influence of the duration of HEBM of a 3Ti+Al powder mixture on the phase
composition of the TE products and the parameters of TE was studied in ref. [34]. TEM
studies showed that the size of metallic particles in the mixture HEBM for 6 min is below
100 nm. The thermograms of TE of mixtures milled for (60 J g−1), 3 min (180 J g−1), 5 min
(300 J g−1) and 7 min (420 J g−1) obtained at a heating rate of 50 K min−1 are shown
in Figure 7. The input energy given above is used to plot the graphs in Figure 8. The
time to reach the maximum temperature was taken as the reaction time. It is seen that
the composition of the products of TE, the reaction time and Tmax depend on the milling
duration. It was suggested that the concentrations of defects in the crystalline structures
and internal stress gradients increase with the milling time causing the observed differences
in the behavior of the mixtures upon TE.
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As a synthesis method, TE in HEBM mixtures produces excellent results, as the forming
products possess fine grain sizes. For example, TE in a HEBM W+C mixture allowed
obtaining a single-phase carbide WC with sub-micrometer grains [33]. The synthesized WC
was a powder consisting of particles 1–20 µm in size; the size of WC grains was 0.2–0.5 µm.

2.1.3. Synthesis of Materials by Annealing of HEBM Powder Precursors

HEBM powders were used as precursors in the synthesis of core-shell particles, namely,
particles encapsulated in a graphite shell [40–42] or hexagonal boron nitride, BN, shell [43].
The core-shell structures formed upon annealing of the HEBM powders. Particles with
graphitic shells and metallic [40] or carbide [41,42] cores were synthesized. Annealing of
mixtures of amorphous carbon (soot) with iron or nickel HEBM for 1–2 min results in the
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formation of onion-like structures [40]. If the mixture is HEBM for more than 5 min, carbon-
encapsulated metal particles form upon annealing. During HEBM of Mo-amorphous carbon
mixtures, nano-sized particles of Mo2C formed (Figure 9) [41]. Annealing of HEBM mix-
tures at 830 ◦C resulted in the formation of encapsulated particles of molybdenum carbide
Mo2C (Figure 10). A mechanism of the formation of polyaromatic carbon-encapsulated car-
bide or metal particles was proposed. During HEBM, a metastable metal-carbon compound
forms. Upon annealing, it decomposes into the metal or carbide phase and polyaromatic
carbon precipitating as layers on the metal/carbide surface and forming a shell.
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Figure 10. (a) TEM image of the encapsulated molybdenum carbide, Mo2C, particles formed during
annealing of a HEBM molybdenum–amorphous carbon 1.5Mo-C mixture. (b) HREM image of the
surface of molybdenum carbide, Mo2C, particles encapsulated by polyaromatic carbon formed during
annealing of the HEBM 1.5Mo-C mixture. Reprinted from [41], Copyright (2004), with permission
from Elsevier.

2.2. Consolidation of HEBM Powders

HEBM powders should be consolidated by non-equilibrium methods in order to
preserve their fine-grained structure. Reactive sintering of HEBM needs to be conducted
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under conditions that allow using the potential of the reaction mixtures to form the fine-
grained products [44]. In general, the HEBM systems are interesting objects for studying
the sintering/consolidation processes, as the highly defect states and their fine-grained
structure will influence the densification mechanisms and kinetics. Multiple opportunities
for the materials development lie in the combination of mechanical milling and SPS [45–50].

In our studies, we have shown that the SPS behavior of the powder depends on the
morphology of the particles [51]. As long as the shape of the particles does not change
significantly upon the application of pressure, the contact area between the spherical
particles remains small. Particles of platelet shape contact each other over a large area.
When sintered by SPS, particles of a Ti-C-3Cu HEBM mixture with a shape close to spherical
melted at the contacts [51]. It was shown that the contributions of a passing electric current
(energy input by electric current) and the enthalpy of a chemical reaction to the structure
formation of a material formed by reactive SPS can be “separated” [38]. This is done via
conducting annealing/TE experiments outside the SPS chamber. In [38], the melting effect
was not due to the heat of reaction but due to the passage of electric current through the
contacts of small size. Figure 11 shows the microstructure of composites obtained from
a Ti-C (carbon black)-3Cu non-milled powder mixture and a HEBM mixture of the same
composition. The HEBM mixture consisted of nearly equiaxed composite particles. It is
seen that the compact produced from the non-milled mixture contains agglomerates of TiC
(dark regions in the image of Figure 11a). The microstructure of the composite sintered
from the HEBM mixture is quite different: the copper matrix melts locally (bright regions),
namely, at the inter-particle contacts (Figure 11b), while TiC particles are of the submicron
size and do not form agglomerates [38].
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Figure 11. Microstructure (BSE images) of TiC-Cu composites formed by spark plasma sintering
(SPS) of a non-milled Ti-C-3Cu mixture (a), a mixture subjected to HEBM for 10 min (b). Reprinted
from [38], Copyright (2021), with permission from Elsevier.

Bulk materials obtained by SPS of HEBM composite powders can be used as precursors
in the fabrication of porous materials [52–56]. In this case, one of the phases in the composite
is sacrificial, which means that it is removed (selectively dissolved) to leave behind a
porous skeleton made of the target phase. This method was applied to several systems:
Fe-Ag [52,53], Ni-C [54] and Co-C [55]. In refs. [52,53], iron was selectively dissolved to
form porous silver. Figure 12a shows the microstructure of a Fe-Ag pseudo-alloy produced
by HEBM of the power obtained by wire electric explosion [53]. Upon the dissolution of
iron, porous silver structures were formed (Figure 12b).
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Figure 12. Microstructure (BSE image) of the Fe-Ag pseudo-alloy obtained by SPS of the HEBM
powder (a), morphology (SE image) of porous silver obtained by selective dissolution of iron from the
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In the case of Ni-C and Co-C systems, mixtures of the metal and carbon black were
subjected to HEBM. During SPS, nickel [54] or cobalt [55] served as a graphitization
catalyst and a space holder. The metals were selectively dissolved from the sintered
composites to form a porous graphitic material. The graphitization degree was higher
in the compact sintered from the HEBM mixture than in the compact sintered from the
non-milled mixture [54]. When iron was used to catalyze graphitization, the process
was complicated by the formation of the Fe3C phase, which was formed in the sintered
materials [56].

2.3. Formation of Coatings from HEBM Powders

A series of studies conducted by our group were focused on the formation mechanisms,
microstructure and properties of coatings obtained from HEBM powders by cold spraying
(CS) [57–59] and detonation spraying (DS) [57,60–68]. The purpose of HEBM was to
produce composite particles suitable for spraying or to form an alloy from the starting
metallic components. In ref. [67], the possibility of obtaining alloy/composite coatings
by DS of the Fe + Co + Ni and Fe + Co + Ni + Cu powder mixtures was evaluated. As
exemplified in Figure 13, the deposited layers had a dense composite structure consisting of
the metallic lamellae. Although the metal particles melted during the process, the alloying
in the deposited layer was incomplete: the lamellae of the mixture components are clearly
seen in the microstructure. Such coatings require an additional (post-spray) treatment by
thermal annealing or laser irradiation. Insufficient alloying is not the only problem of the
deposition of coatings from the powder blends. In refs. [67,69], partial loss of iron was
observed during DS, which shifted the composition of the coatings toward Fe-depleted
alloys. Recent studies on other systems show that the composition of the coating deposited
by thermal spraying can be different from that of the feedstock powder mixture [70,71].
When a mixture of a Fe-based alloy and an alumina powder was subjected to DS, the losses
of alumina were significant such that only a small fraction of alumina introduced into
the powder mixture was found in the coatings [70]. This happens because of the large
differences in the physical properties of the two powders. In the CS W-Cu coatings obtained
from mixtures of the corresponding powders, the concentration of tungsten was lower than
in the starting mixtures [71].
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Another possibility to form a multi-component alloy coating is to use pre-alloyed
powders. The formation of composite particles in the preparation of the feedstock powders
for thermal spraying is critical for obtaining coatings with desired compositions. In our
work, a FeCoNiCu alloy was obtained by HEBM (20 min) and deposited by DS [68]. The
main phase of the DS coatings was a face-centered cubic solution. Coatings that were
obtained using this approach do not require a post-spray treatment, as alloying was nearly
complete after HEBM/DS.

2.4. The Role of HEBM in the Microstructure and Phase Formation of the Powder and
Bulk Products

In Table 1, selected examples of materials obtained by our group (including those
obtained in collaboration with other research laboratories) in the past two decades using
HEBM are listed. In each case, the role of HEBM in the materials structure formation
is given. When reaction mixtures are treated, HEBM allows lowering the combustion
temperatures and switching to the solid-state interaction (combustion) mode. The reactivity
of metals and intermetallics can be increased by preliminary HEBM. For some systems, it is
impossible to obtain a single-phase product when conducting the synthesis in conventional
(non-milled) mixtures. HEBM was shown to be instrumental in obtaining metastable states
that decompose into the products with interesting particle morphologies. For the coating
deposition by thermal spray technologies, the role of HEBM is the formation of composite
or alloy particles.

Table 1. Selected examples of ceramic, intermetallic, metallic alloy and composite products obtained
from HEBM powders.

Powder Mixture
Subjected to

HEBM

Processing
Method of

HEBM Powders

Phase
Composition of

the Product

Product
State/Features Role of HEBM Reference

Powder products

Ni + Al SHS Ni3Al powder

implementation of solid state
combustion, formation of a

single-phase
nanocrystalline product

[17]

Ti + Al TE Ti3Al powder formation of a single-phase
nanocrystalline product [34]
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Table 1. Cont.

Powder Mixture
Subjected to

HEBM

Processing
Method of

HEBM Powders

Phase
Composition of

the Product

Product
State/Features Role of HEBM Reference

Ni + B TE Ni3B powder formation of a
single-phase product [32]

Ti + C + Si SHS Ti3SiC2 powder formation of a
single-phase product [22]

Ti + Al + C SHS Ti3AlC2 powder formation of a
single-phase product [22]

Fe−C annealing Fe(Fe3C)@C
powder:

core-shell
particles

formation of non-equilibrium
structures decomposing to form

a graphitic shell
[40]

Ni−C annealing Ni@C
powder:

core-shell
particles

formation of non-equilibrium
structures decomposing to form

a graphitic shell
[40]

Mo + C annealing Mo2C@C
powder:

core-shell
particles

formation of non-equilibrium
structures decomposing to form

a graphitic shell
[41]

Zr + C annealing ZrC@C
powder:

core-shell
particles

formation of non-equilibrium
structures decomposing to form

a graphitic shell
[42]

Hf + C annealing HfC@C
powder:

core-shell
particles

formation of non-equilibrium
structures decomposing to form

a graphitic shell
[42]

Fe + BN annealing Fe2B@BN
powder:

core-shell
particles

formation of non-equilibrium
structures decomposing to form

a BN shell
[43]

Al + Cu + Fe SHS quasicrystalline
phase powder formation of a

single-phase product [21]

Al + Ni + Co SHS quasicrystalline
phase powder enabled SHS, formation of a

single-phase product [20]

Ti + BN SHS TiB2-TiN powder formation of a nanocrystalline
composite ceramic powder [24]

Ti + B4C SHS TiC-TiB2 powder formation of a submicron
composite ceramic powder [25]

Bulk alloys, ceramics, and composites

Ti + C + Cu reactive SPS TiC−Cu bulk composite
formation of a fine-grained

composite,
particle morphology control

[38,39,51]

Ti + B + Cu SHS, SPS TiB2−Cu bulk composite formation of
a fine-grained composite [26,27,30]

Cu + Al SPS Cu(Al) bulk alloy alloy formation [72]

Ni + C SPS Ni-graphite bulk composite mixing,
structural refinement [54]

Co + C SPS Co-graphite bulk composite mixing,
structural refinement [55]

Ni + W SPS Ni(W)-Ni2W4C-
WC bulk composite alloy formation [73,74]

Fe + Ag SPS Fe−Ag bulk
pseudo-alloy structural refinement [52,53]
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Table 1. Cont.

Powder Mixture
Subjected to

HEBM

Processing
Method of

HEBM Powders

Phase
Composition of

the Product

Product
State/Features Role of HEBM Reference

Ni + B TE Ni3B powder formation of a
single-phase product [32]

Ni + Al + B SPS Ni3Al−Ni(Al)
alloyed with B bulk composite alloying with

a minor additive [75]

Ti25Cu75 + C SPS TiC−Cu bulk composite grinding of the alloy
particles and mixing [76,77]

Ti3SiC2 + Cu SPS Ti3SiC2−Cu.
TiCx−Cu(Si) bulk composite mixing, particle

morphology variation [78]

Ti + B + Cu shock
consolidation TiB2-Cu bulk composite reaction completeness

during consolidation [79]

Ti + B + Cu SHS, shock
consolidation TiB2−Cu bulk composite formation of

a fine-grained composite [29]

Coatings

Fe + Co +
Ni + Cu DS FeCoNiCu coating, fcc

alloy structure alloy formation [67]

Ti3SiC2 + Cu DS Ti3SC2−Cu,
TiCx-Cu(Si) coating formation of

composite particles [64,65]

Ti + C TE, DS
Ti-titanium

carbide
(carbonitride)

coating mixing, formation of
composite particles [62]

Ti + Al TE, DS

titanium
aluminides-

titanium
oxynitrides

coating
formation of a

single-phase feedstock
powder

[61,63]

Ti + B + Cu SHS, DS TiB2−Cu coating
formation of composite

particles and a
fine-grained composite

[57]

Ti + B + Cu SHS, CS TiB2−Cu coating
formation of composite

particles and a
fine-grained composite

[57,58]

3. Emerging Applications of HEBM Powders and Future Research Directions

The emerging applications of HEBM powders are in additive manufacturing. Recently,
a successful application of HEBM powders as feedstock materials in laser-assisted additive
manufacturing has been reported. Porous and dense materials were obtained by laser
powder bed fusion of a Ti-Nb alloy produced by HEBM [80]. The powder particles were
composed of nano-sized grains (up to 90 nm). The key requirement to the feedstock powder
for additive manufacturing is the spherical (or close to spherical) shape of the particles.
Ti-Nb particles formed by HEBM of the mixture of the metals were elliptical agglomerates
and were suitable as the feedstock for the laser powder bed fusion technology. HEBM was,
therefore, considered a promising alternative to spheroidization by plasma treatment or
gas atomization. In ref. [81], a new approach was proposed: to use the heat of a chemical
reaction to add to the laser power. A mixture of Ti and Al powders was subjected to HEBM
to produce composite particles. The reaction-assisted production of Ti-Al intermetallics
via selective laser melting was realized. It was noted that the onset temperature of the
exothermic reaction was as low as 640 ◦C after HEBM. The described approach allows
producing dense intermetallic and does not require the use of high-power lasers.
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In future research, the applicability of HEBM powders as feedstock materials in
additive manufacturing is to be elaborated for other systems, as the application potential
exists for a broad range of compositions. More work is needed in the area of the formation
of high-entropy and multi-component alloys by mechanical milling. Methods to control the
distribution of minor additives in the milled metallic products should also be developed.

The scalability issue of HEBM should be addressed when transforming the method
into a powder production technology. Although significant progress has been achieved in
the development of materials using HEBM, further research is still needed. Both physical
and chemical properties of fine-grained materials depend on their characteristic particle
size [82]. Therefore, the control over the internal structure of the particles formed by
HEBM of reaction mixtures is important for the outcome of the subsequent synthesis.
The particle shape and size affect the results of sintering and thermal spraying. In this
connection, studies aimed at finding ways to independently change the internal structure
and morphology of the particles during milling would further advance the available
technologies. Furthermore, in future research, a comparative analysis of the reactive
sintering (including field-assisted sintering) and TE behavior of HEBM mixtures of different
compositions should be performed. The structural development of materials upon initiation
of TE by single pulses of electric current from a capacitor bank is also of scientific and
practical interest.

4. Summary

HEBM is a useful method of powder treatment, which can be used in the processing of
ceramics, intermetallics, alloys, and composite materials. The role of HEBM in the structure
formation of the powder and bulk materials is manifold. HEBM can cause structural
refinement, mixing of the reactants at the nanoscale, changes in the sintering behavior of
powders, and the formation of alloy and composite particles suitable for further processing
by high-energy fluxes. There are two ways to benefit from the formation of non-equilibrium
structures by HEBM. One possibility is to preserve them in a bulk material or a coating to
produce materials with enhanced properties. The other possibility is to use the relaxation
of the non-equilibrium structures to advantage to produce materials with unusual particle
morphologies. The synthesis routes of a variety of materials (intermetallics, alloys, ceramics,
and composites) both in the powder and consolidated state were developed with the use of
HEBM. Composite powders with a peculiar behavior under SPS conditions were obtained;
the specifics of the sintering process were melting of the material at the inter-particle
contacts and filling of the pores by the melt. In future research, the applicability of HEBM
powders for additive manufacturing is to be elaborated for a broad range of systems,
including multi-phase materials.
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